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THE SOLDIER

A poem written suddenly
Outpouring onto paper

Scribbled down hurriedly
While thoughts are hot still

Becomes a soldier, defiant, free,
To fight my war, to fight for me,

,

An onslaught of words, defending me,
Goes forth like -a brave trooper

From his home. And now,
Without Mithor, stands alone.

But it returns; beaten, red marks like wounds

Slashing the innocent lines,
The struggle over.

The wounds are deep. They. reach

To scar my soul which cries out:

"Understand!" The feeling, not the grammar,
'Should be read!.. Now the soldier is dead.

The poem that he was lies crumpled
In a corner, the effort made in vain.

Theenemy has ikon.
c

by Rencie Farwell
Grade 6

1

Frank, Marjorie. If You're Trying to Teach K.ds How to Write, You've Gotta

Have This Book. Incentive Publications, Inc., 1979.
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This liaper should not neeeto be written. Research on the composition

process and writing instruction has, over the past thirty years, reiterated

time and again that red-pencilling students' literary efforts achieves many

negative and few positive effects. The brief bibliography presented here

indicates the great tnterest in and variety of publications concerned with

the teaching of writing at all grade levels. But even though writing as a

topic in the 1980's is becoming like reading was in the 1960's in terms of

federal, state, and local funding, few inroads are being made in acotual

Classroom practices.(lpplebee, 1981).

,As the di''rector of the Texas Hill Country Writing Project, an

in-service program for teachers K-12 wanting to improve classroom writing

instruction, 1 am faced each year by,these laments: "Through university

classes, professional journals, and in-service workshops, I-am introduced--

to innovative ind effective ways of improving students' writing. However, I

feel as though I am letting down the community, students, and school.

district by not preparing my classes to excel on standardized test\s. - Or;

"I am unable to withstand, admin5istrative pressure to- teach tOward the test."

Or, "My principal doesn't understand my intent. She/he thinks I lack

standards because I don't.mark every student paper and every mechanical

error."

Similarly, I am told by administrators who sponsor teachers from their

distrists: "Please help the teachers prepare students for achievement

tests; teach them how to evaluate, assess,-and accept accountability."

The purpose of this paper is not to convince either group that the

other is right. Both sides have the same goal--to improve studenW

knowledge. The conflict is a result of differing emphases and professional

priorities and demands., For example, standardized testing is likely to bd a
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reality for some time in the educational a'rena and, as such, teachers are

expected by.district administrators to devote some parts of class time

preparing students for test-success. Also; administrators are

understandably concerned when some teaching and testing programs do not show

.evidence of immediate test Score gains."

However, given the attention given4to this topic and conflict, I am

. amazed that the question'of,succesful procedures grows more rather than

less frequent. At regional and local levels, the messages do not seem to be

filiering down. The only sblation I can propose is to reiterate frequently

the "truisms" of exemplary teaching practices, to remind and re-eduCate

those who may have forgotten or never learned effective teaching methods, to

re-evaluate and update the relationship between research and practice, and

to speak louder and clearer to those who may have attended but not heard our,

message .

Researchers concerned withlearners' awareness and usage of Writing
.411

conyentions have been.reporting findings and suggestions surprising to many

educators. They contend if teachers igribre the mechanics used (or misused)

by beginning writers, if they encourage and stimulate the production of both

oral and written language, ifthey reward the expression of ideas and value
1"--+

fluency and creativity, then through hours of practice, both readihg others'

words and generating their own, children will naturally recognize and

utilize spelling rules:punctuation marks, and proper syntax. (Beers, 1977;

Elbow, 1973; Graves, 1978; Loban, 1976). Tn a review of.research on the

development of spelling awareness, Hayes and Plaskon conclude that teachers
4,

should "Encourage children to write freely and to experiment with the

spelling.of words they wish to utilire in their writing.... When writing,

the child's spelling should be seen as developmental. The child should be



encouraged to take risks in spelling. Indeed, the only unacceptable

Oksponse is not to try." (p: 77)

As educators, many of us feel uncomfortable with such Zn extreme

position,,(weedo not feel teaching is taking place without direct

intervention).but no administrator, curriculum supervisor, or teacher should

be satisfied teaching and testing about writing7-ru1es and

regulations--instead of teaching and evaluating writing--putting words to

paper first and then alloWing students to "grow into," with help,.standard

prose.

Obviously, some parent/teacher orientation is necessary to prepare

Person% disturbed about student papers containing some "err-ors",not marked.

Traditionally, teachers, rarents, and students expect the languagearts'

teacher to sternly maintain standards of correctness. This stereotype, as

exemOlified in the poem at the be4inning of this discussion, is often held

by English teachers ,themselves. .But z shift in.teacher roles is necessary
.0

'and, in the long rim', beneficial to each group affected.

James Moffett and Betty J. Wagner (1976) discriminate between composing

skills and transcribing skills. The former refer to the expression of ideas

whether through speech' or' writing; whereas, the latter skills include

spelling, punctuation, and mechanics. Most children arrive in first grade

well-equipped with the language necessaryotoocompose, that is, communicate;

fewer-children are in control of transcription competencies. Furthermore,

not all of bur students are ready to begi-dflmastery of sPelling, punctuation,

and standatd.syntax at the same time. .Piagetian theory suggests that

Concrete operational competencies of conservation, reversability, and

classification, etc., are necessary for children to grasp the concepts of'

left to right directionality in Englfsh writing, spaces in between words,
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and punctuation to indicate sentences 1Zute11). The :.iper below is a

perfect example of a compos.ition-written by a child ;,-:bably still operating

in pre-operational stages; she has not yet grasped tile concept of spaces

between words--an abstract conservation task.

Mihrhas.

Tracy

Ihavapahas.

dyunhavapahs.

wayopahas.

Ihav'tuwpahas.

To illustrate an alternative to the traditional marking system, I would

like to Model a system by exami,ning closely some first graders'

"compositions."

Or Teehouse The Climb

Anne Sam

My teehouse is fun.
0

My fammy pluaes 'in it.

I pluae in it.

I have fun wet. it.,

The brevity of Sam's "story" suggests I begin by analyzin9 his paper.
/,

With only a hint of irony, I. can s'ay that his composition is mechanically

perfect. The first word of his title is capitalized, the irregular spelling

of climb is correct, andthe title is even-underlined. Although only Sam
-

1
A11 the names in this discussion have been changed to protect the

2chi1dren's priVacy.
Special thanks to C. Gersch; first grade teacher, Giddingi Elemenfary
School, for sharing her students'. papers.

*Co



. can verify°my hunch, I suspect that lik, many students he is afraid of

making a mistake. Even primary school c.hildren learn early to associate

,school with "right answers,"'corrections, and evaluation. The less they .

commit to paper, the-fewer errors that can be marked by the teacher.

Anne's paper prnv:dIn A iramatic contrast. Her Composition consists of

a tiile (two words', both spelling "wrong," non-underlined), fiye sentences
0

(one punctuated correctly, but of 25 words, including the title, nine--over

one-third--are misspelled). What should teachers do with Anne's paper?
0

Should they 'correct' All of the errors with a contrasting ink color so that

Anne can recognize her errors? Should the teacher conduct a special lesson

on underlining titlesT --ShImAlf-Anne-write play ten times in her spelling

book or practice saying tree, family, and with? I hope not or she might

, begin writing "perfect papers" like Sam.

Instead Anne should be encouraged to write more and more, and should be

praised for knowing as much about written language as) she does even though

bf her knowledge May not be perfect. Teachers need to

recognize and oraise the wealth of Anne's knowledge of language:

1.. She recognizes the structure and function of a sentence. A written

sentence is a complete thought with a subject and a verb.

2. She realizes that wOrds maintain a certain spelling throughout a

text. Teehouse is spelled the same all through her story as are plaues and

fammy.

3. She.utillizes subject/verb agreemen1 rules. The tkiird person

singuiar verb ends in an s and is.used following a collective noun.

4. She grasps the concept of sound/symbol relationships although she

may'not pronounce (or hear) words the same-as you and I. But there is no

doubt as to the words she is intending to use in her composition.
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Overall, Anne's paper is charming, coMprehensible and indicative of

effective communication. Anne'-comes to the writing.task wel)-equipped for

continued language growth unless she learns instead.to be more concerned

.with the inadequacies of her effort rather than.its strengths.. Her nine'

erro'rs are, less important than her overwhelming success.
.

.

0.
-

,,

. The process used to analyze Anne's paper could be ursed to evaluate any

. . . .

composition. For example, other stories written by children in the same
,

class representing the wide range ind variation present among learners can -

be examined in the tame way.

The tree-housd

John Richard,,

its fun. The boy seys help help.

I like it. The man ran to the boy.

Can we go in? two boys ran too.

Yes you can. Mother'ran too.

Is it fun?

Yes

. Both The iree .house.by John and The Fun house by Richard are

sophisticated stonies for having been written by first graders. Not only

has John used almost perfect spelling and punctuation (its needs both a

capital I.and an apostrophe), but also, he,has used questions and answers to

dnliven.his story, has recognized that writing can represent different

The Fun house

voices, and has some notion of a beginning/middle/and end. Likewise,

Richard has developed a story line; more than simply a description of a fun

house, Richard employs dialogue and implies a sequence of events. These

stories represent laudable accomplishments for both y9ung writer's.
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Einally,st auld like to share Sara'S- writing. Herimprovement from

first to second papers is phenomenal. As you analyze them, notice Saea's

attempts at dialogue. She practice§ using quotation marks and-varies her 9

sentence structure. %Both her spelli.ng and her fluency have improved froM A .0

Trehouse story to My Trip.

A Trehouse My Trip

Sara H Sara

The trehouse is red. . I go to the park"

I work to build. again. Said iuzy SII1ike

Min brushes work to.

To build.'

Andlpaint to.

the many boys and girls.

It is time.to go home for you .

said ted

Soon it will be many days.

Soon it will be first.

In conclusion; educators must become suspicious of irst reatitions to

students' writing--reactions-usually in response to err or "correctness."

Of course, over time, students must be aided in masterfh spelling,

punctuation, and other mechanics.. But before making-judgm nts that cOuld

.discourage students from pursuing excellence j'n written exp esiion, language .

--;4arttteathert mutt ento-Urage -and reward long-terM, Iffe4.6n4habitt and6

proficiencies in.written.communication. Schools need\to evalu \,e not only

the products but also the processes learners go throug, the k ndt of

\

assignments teachers give, thkco dittons7under Which w-rIte'rs 'are requif.ed

to compose. Most of all, educatio al leaders must promde turning

classrooms into supOortive, safe places in whiCO to.learOv'tp practice, to
.

err, and to take risks. Only tOen will we meet the n6e1Si of all our

.1,

9

,

students--the Sams and the Saras.
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Pfnally,..eveeyone must recogni-ze thiAt following the_above °

procedures , theierole of%the teacher changes. the clasSrobm teacher, becomes

a facilitator, resource, mentor, encourager rather than an arbitor oi.

,

correctness, 0 gatekeeper of/knowledge, a grApler And assigner of-v4lue--a

.
judge, jury, and prosecutor. Thatshift requires understanding and,

,

_ : i,i

'encouragement for teachers'from adminiitiltive levels: Parents, teachers,

and adminiStrators must suppor't the teacher sressing fluency and
4

experimentation and be wary of the.dhe-overly concerned Clith teaching toward

a standardized test. The former teacher is the one in tune With the4

expectations and professional goals of language arts instruction today.

*
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APPENDIX I

.er

Facsimiles of the original' stories used in the text of this

manuscript (in order, Of-appearance.)
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